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Periodic arrays of Ta nanopillars were grown onto patterned substrates by glancing angle sputter
deposition at growth temperatures Ts ranging from 200 to 900 °C. The Si substrates were patterned
using a colloidal suspension of 260-nm-diameter silica spheres that was dispersed to form a
two-dimensional close-packed monolayer. At low growth temperatures, Ts�500 °C, nanopillars
exhibit regular hexagonal arrays. However, the arrays randomize with increasing Ts and completely
degrade at Ts=900 °C. The transition to a less ordered film morphology is attributed to strong
interpillar competition caused by the increasing adatom diffusion length with increasing Ts. The
competitive growth mode leads to a decrease in the pillar number density �by 48%� and pillar
separation �from 65 nm to negligible�, an increase in the average pillar width from 200 to 260 nm,
the accelerated growth of some pillars at the cost of others which die out �25%�, and an increased
probability �20%� for the merging of neighboring pillars. © 2007 American Vacuum

Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.2539328�
I. INTRODUCTION

Glancing angle deposition �GLAD�, also known as ob-
lique angle deposition, is a physical vapor deposition tech-
nique in which the incident flux impinges onto the substrate
from a glancing angle ��80°, resulting in highly under-
dense columnar thin film microstructures due to atomic shad-
owing effects during growth. Manipulating both the deposi-
tion angle � and the substrate rotation angle � provides
unique flexibility for nanostructure shaping. GLAD has been
employed to create nanopillars,1–4 zigzags,5 nanospirals,6–8

and Y shapes9 with engineered optical,10–12 mechanical,13–16

magnetic,17–20 and electrical21,22 properties, and potential ap-
plications as photonic crystals,6–8 sensors,22,23 catalyst
support,24,25 magnetic storage media,17–20 and field
emitters.26,27

The growth competition between neighboring columns
plays a critical role during GLAD and strongly affects mi-
crostructural evolution, surface morphology, and, in turn,
physical properties. Deposition on flat substrates yields col-
umn nucleation at random locations, followed by a highly
competitive growth mode where the combination of nonuni-
form column size and atomic shadowing causes broadening
and extinction of neighboring columns, as observed by both
simulations and experiments.28,29 These results also indicate
that the layer density is constant with respect to the column
height h. That is, the broadening of the column width w,
which follows a power law w�hp with a growth exponent
p,30 is compensated by columns that die out, so that the ratio
of the mean column width to the mean column separation
remains constant.28 However, increasing the deposition angle
� leads to an increase in the degree of intercolumnar com-
petition and a decrease in film density.28
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Additional insight into column competition during GLAD
has been obtained by growth studies on prepatterned sub-
strates fabricated using colloidal self-assembly,6,31embossing
techniques,32 and e-beam and laser interference
lithographies.4,29,33 The patterned surface mounds are nucle-
ation sites for GLAD columns since film growth on the sur-
rounding substrate is suppressed if the ratio between the
mound interspacing to its height is less than tan���.29,33 The
resulting GLAD layers exhibit regular arrays of columns,
indicating that intercolumnar competition is delayed for
growth on prepatterned substrates.4,31,33 The competitive
growth mode, as revealed and quantified by the extinction of
some columns, is further delayed if the period of the pat-
terned array is increased,29 leading to negligible intercolum-
nar competition and, in turn, regular arrays of columns that
are several micrometers tall.4,29,31

These reported results suggest that the lateral length scale
of the surface morphology, that is, the center-to-center inter-
columnar spacing, determines if the columnar growth is
competitive. In addition, column competition is expected to
be also affected by the adatom mobility,34 as high adatom
mobility materials are reported to form denser films and col-
umns with larger widths than low mobility materials.30,35

However, little is known to what extent the adatom surface
diffusion length controls the intercolumnar competition dur-
ing GLAD.

This article describes the growth and characterization of
Ta nanopillar arrays grown at temperatures Ts ranging from
200 to 900 °C, with the goal to provide data on the relation-
ship between the surface diffusion length �as controlled by
Ts� and the columnar competition during GLAD. All nano-
pillar arrays were grown by ultrahigh vacuum magnetron
sputtering on Si�001� substrates which were patterned with a
monolayer of 260-nm-diameter silica nanospheres. Low tem-

perature growth yields nanopillars that exhibit regular hex-
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agonal close-packed arrays. However, as the deposition tem-
perature increases, the arrays randomize and ultimately
completely degrade at Ts=900 °C. The transition to a disor-
dered film morphology, including an increased pillar diam-
eter and a decreased pillar number density, is attributed to a
strong competitive growth mode at elevated temperatures
which is caused by an increased adatom diffusion length.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Substrates were patterned using 260-nm-diameter silica
nanospheres that self-assemble from colloidal suspensions
according to the following procedure, modified from Ref. 36.
Si�001� substrates were first treated with a boiling piranha
solution �H2SO4 �98%� and H2O2 �30%�, volume ratio of
4:1� to obtain a clean and hydrophilic surface, followed by
cleaning in an ultrasonic bath of de-ionized water. A disper-
sion of silica nanospheres �Bangs Laboratories, Inc.,
10 wt %� was diluted in de-ionized water with a ratio of
1:40. A 40 �l droplet of this colloidal suspension was depos-
ited on the substrates that were tilted by 6° off the horizontal
and placed in a glass chamber containing an ice-water bath.
The chamber protects the surface from external air flow and
allows, with the use of the ice-water bath, to provide a con-
trolled reproducible temperature and humidity environment
for slow evaporation. The inclination yields a gradient in the
depth of the droplet and results in a monotonic drying
from top to bottom, leaving a close-packed monolayer of
nanospheres.

All Ta nanocolumn arrays were grown in a load-locked
ultrahigh vacuum stainless steel dc magnetron sputter depo-
sition system described in detail in Ref. 31. A 7.5-cm-
diameter Ta target �99.95% pure� was positioned 10 cm from
the substrate with the target surface perpendicular to the sub-
strate surface. The deposition angle �=84° is controlled by a
collimating plate, which also prevents nondirectional deposi-
tion flux from impinging onto the substrate. The patterned Si
substrates were attached to a molybdenum holder using
Pelco colloidal silver paste �Ted Pella, Inc.� and introduced
through the load lock into the deposition chamber which has
a base pressure of 2�10−6 Pa. Ar �99.999% pure� was fur-
ther purified using a MicroTorr purifier and introduced
through metering valves to reach a constant pressure of
0.39 Pa �3 mTorr�, which was measured by a capacitance
manometer �Baratron� and held constant during all deposi-
tions. The growth temperatures, Ts=200, 300, 500, 700, and
900 °C, were controlled by a radiative pyrolytic graphite
heater and measured, including the contribution due to
plasma heating, by a thermocouple attached to the substrate
holder. Sputtering was carried out at a constant power of
500 W, yielding a column growth rate that ranges, depend-
ing on the layer density which varies with the growth tem-
perature, from 3.5 to 5.3 nm/min. The substrates were con-
tinuously rotated about the polar axis with 60 rpm, resulting
in an overall circular symmetric deposition flux. Microstruc-

tures were investigated by plan-view and cross-sectional
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scanning electron microscopy �SEM� using a JEOL
JSM6335 field emission SEM operated at 5 kV with an
emission current of 12 �A.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 is a plan-view SEM micrograph showing a typi-
cal patterned surface used for subsequent GLAD growth. It
shows a Si�001� substrate that is covered with a monolayer
of 260-nm-diameter silica spheres. The nanospheres form a
regular, hexagonal close-packed array with a measured peri-
odicity of 256 nm, in excellent agreement with the nominal
sphere diameter of 260 nm. The micrograph also shows a
vacancy defect in the nanosphere array. Large-area analyses
show that 3% of lattice sites are vacant, corresponding to a
vacancy concentration of 0.5 �m−2. In addition, the nano-
sphere layer exhibits one-dimensional crystalline defects
such as dislocations and grain boundaries with relatively low
densities �0.25 �m−1, comparable to what we have reported
previously.37 We attribute the defect formation to a combina-
tion of the nanosphere polydispersity and kinetic limitations
during the drying process. The large-scale structure of the
monolayers is a grid of long stripes, 10–60 �m wide and
several millimeters long, which are caused by the directional
drying process.

Figure 2 shows typical plan-view SEM micrographs from
Ta nanopillar arrays grown at Ts=200, 300, and 500 °C by
glancing angle sputter deposition on regularly patterned sub-
strates. The nanopillars grown at Ts=200 °C in Fig. 2�a�
exhibit a hexagonal array with a measured center-to-center
pillar distance of 262±15 nm. The nanopillars replicate the
arrangement of the silica nanosphere pattern shown in Fig. 1,
indicating that each nanosphere leads to the formation of a
Ta pillar. The hexagonal arrangement is also observable for
layers grown at 300 and 500 °C in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�, re-
spectively; however, the uniformity of the pillar arrangement
decreases with increasing Ts. The average pillar widths are
195±43, 235±77, and 217±64 nm for Ts=200, 300, and
500 °C, respectively, where the error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of the width distributions. Some of the

FIG. 1. SEM micrograph of 260-nm-diameter SiO2 nanospheres on Si�001�,
forming a self-assembled hexagonal close-packed monolayer including a
vacancy defect.
pillars are missing, as the one indicated by the dashed square
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in Fig. 2�a�, while others terminate their growth prematurely
and die out before growing to their full height, as those high-
lighted by the dashed squares in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�. The
missing pillars are due to vacancy defects in the initial nano-
sphere patterns, while extinct pillars are attributed to a com-
petitive growth mode between neighboring pillars, as dis-
cussed below. The fraction of pillars that die out prematurely
increases from 3% to 9% to 34% for Ts=200, 300, and
500 °C, respectively. This leads to a corresponding decrease
in the nanopillar number density, from 14.9 to 12.7 to
8.6 �m−2. The micrograph in Fig. 2�a� also shows that the
top of some Ta nanopillars splits into two or more subpillars.
Large-area analyses indicate that 30% of the pillars are
branched at Ts=200 °C and that this value decreases with
increasing Ts. The branching is attributed to surface rough-
ening on individual pillars which causes self-shadowing and,
under limited adatom mobility conditions at low tempera-
tures, leads to the development of subcolumns as discussed

FIG. 2. Plan-view SEM micrographs of Ta nanopillar arrays grown by
GLAD on patterned substrates at Ts=200, 300, and 500 °C. The dashed
squares highlight a missing pillar in �a� and extinct pillars in �b� and �c�.
in detail in Ref. 38.
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Figures 3�a� and 3�b� are plan-view SEM micrographs for
Ta pillar arrays grown under identical conditions, as those
shown in Fig. 2, however, at higher temperatures, Ts=700
and 900 °C, respectively. The higher growth temperature
leads to a randomization of the pillar array for Ts=700 °C
and a complete degradation into a disordered morphology
with large �	500 nm� agglomerates for Ts=900 °C. The av-
erage pillar width for Ts=700 °C is 260±33 nm. This is
close to the nominal diameter of the silica spheres of 260 nm
and suggests that some pillars may touch each other and may
merge as growth continues. The dashed square in Fig. 3�a�
highlights two neighboring pillars that touch and would
merge into a single pillar if the growth would be continued.
Analysis of an 11 �m2 area shows that 20% of the nanopil-
lars have merged with one or multiple neighbors. The merg-
ing causes a decrease in the pillar number density which,
when also accounting for 3% of initial SiO2 nanosphere va-
cancies and a measured 25% of pillars that die out due to
growth competition, is 7.8 �m−2 at Ts=700 °C.

Figure 4�a� is a corresponding cross-sectional SEM mi-
crograph of Ta nanopillars grown on silica nanospheres at
Ts=200 °C. The pillars are 630 nm tall and have a measured
average width w of 193±14 nm, in good agreement with
195±43 nm, the value obtained from Fig. 2�a�. This is con-
siderably smaller than 260 nm, the average column-to-
column separation which is controlled by the diameter of the
nanospheres, resulting in a 65-nm-wide open space between
neighboring pillars. That is, the Ta pillars are well separated,
in agreement with the observation from the plan-view micro-

FIG. 3. Plan-view SEM micrographs of Ta nanopillar arrays grown by
GLAD on patterned substrates at Ts=700 and 900 °C. The dashed square in
�a� highlights the merging of two neighboring pillars.
graphs. The pillar width remains approximately constant as a
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function of height, showing that these columns have been
grown without strong intercolumnar competition. The verti-
cal pillar surfaces exhibit considerable roughness which is
attributed to kinetic roughening under limited adatom mobil-
ity conditions at the relatively low growth temperature. The
arrows in Fig. 4�a� highlight two pillars that are shorter than
their neighbors. Their premature growth termination is attrib-
uted to column competition. However, only a small fraction
�3%� of pillars, as determined from plan-view SEM analyses,
exhibit such a reduced height, indicating that growth compe-
tition is weak at the relatively low Ts of 200 °C.

In contrast, growth at a high temperature, Ts=900 °C,
leads to broad pillars with an average width of 267±16 nm,
shown in Fig. 4�b�. This is slightly larger than 260 nm, the
nominal diameter of the silica spheres. Consequently, some
pillars touch their neighbors, leaving no separation between
them. In addition, some pillars exhibit wide heads that pro-
trude out of the array, as those indicated by arrows in Fig.
4�b�. Their contours are highlighted by dashed lines. These
prominent features correspond to the agglomerates observed
in the plan-view micrograph in Fig. 3�b�. We attribute the
formation of these agglomerates to an exacerbated growth
competition between neighboring pillars, initiated by an in-
creased pillar size distribution due to the elevated adatom
mobility at high Ts. The large pillars grow at the expense of
the surrounding layer which experiences growth suppression.
Some agglomerates are the result of the merging of two or
multiple pillars which, as a merged feature, capture an over-
proportional fraction of the deposition flux and dominate in
the competitive growth mode.

In addition, the SiO2 spheres in Fig. 4�b� exhibit a mea-
sured diameter of 250 nm, which is 9% below 275 nm, the
value observed in Fig. 4�a�. We attribute the smaller sphere

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of Ta nanopillar arrays grown at
Ts=200 and 900 °C. Arrows indicate extinct pillars in �a� and wide pillar
heads in �b� �with contours highlighted with dashed lines�.
diameter to a densification upon sintering at the 900 °C
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growth temperature for 2 h. Similar sphere size reductions
by 5%–10% have been previously reported for anneals above
the glass transition temperature of �800 °C. 39,40 The size
reduction is attributed to a reduction in the crack sizes which
leads to a densification of the spheres. They initially exhibit
a density of 2 g/cm2, which is 20% below a fully dense
amorphous thermal oxide �2.5 g/cm3�. The hexagonal ar-
rangement of the spheres is not affected by the size reduc-
tion, as previously reported,41and also indicated by the regu-
lar arrangement of the spheres in Fig. 4�b�. We use, for the
following quantitative analysis, only data from Ta rod arrays
grown at Ts�700 °C, where the shrinkage is expected to be
negligible.

Figure 5 shows plots of the average pillar height h and
width w as a function of Ts from 200 to 700 °C, as deter-
mined from cross-sectional and plan-view micrographs, re-
spectively. The measured height decreases from 630±24 to
420±40 nm, and the width increases from 195±43 to
260±33 nm, as Ts increases from 200 to 700 °C. These
changes can be attributed to an increased surface diffusion
length at elevated temperatures, as discussed below. The
plotted error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the
measured values. The slight decrease in average width from
235±77 to 217±64 nm as Ts increases from 300 to 500 °C
is due to a transition from single to multiple pillar nucleation
per silica nanosphere, as highlighted by dashed squares in
Figs. 2�b� and 2�c� and discussed in detail in Ref. 37, result-
ing in a reduced average width for Ts=500 °C.

Figure 6�a� is a plot of the number density of nanopillars
as a function of growth temperature Ts. The plot also indi-
cates the measured number density of the hexagonal close-
packed array of 260-nm-diameter silica spheres assuming no
vacancies, which is 16.2 �m−2. The nanopillar density de-
creases monotonically from 14.9 to 12.7 to 8.6 to 7.8 �m−2,
as Ts increases from 200 to 300 to 500 to 700 °C, respec-
tively. This decrease is due to the extinction and the merging

FIG. 5. Plots of �a� average nanopillar height and �b� average nanopillar
width as a function of growth temperature, Ts=200–700 °C. The dashed
lines are a guide to the eyes.
of some pillars, as quantified in Figs. 6�b� and 6�c�, respec-
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tively. The fraction fe of pillars that are extinct is obtained by
dividing the measured number density of extinct pillars by
the expected number density of pillar nuclei, which is equal
to the nanosphere number density. The fe values increase
from 3% at 200 °C to 34% at 500 °C and slightly decrease
to 25% for Ts=700 °C. However, if the merged pillars are
included in the determination of fe, by counting half of the
merged pillars as extinct, the value for Ts=700 °C becomes
35%, as indicated by the open square in Fig. 6�b�. For that
analysis, fe increases monotonically with Ts, in agreement
with the decreasing pillar number density shown in Fig. 6�a�,
which is attributed to an increasing competitive growth mode
as discussed below. Figure 6�c� is a plot of the fraction fm of
merged pillars as a function of Ts, where fm is defined as the
ratio of pillars that have merged with a neighbor divided by
the total number of initial nuclei. The merging is negligible
at Ts=200 °C, but fm increases with increasing Ts to reach
20% at 700 °C. The increase in fm is attributed to the in-
crease in w, shown in Fig. 5�b�. At Ts=700 °C, w
=260±33 nm, that is, the average pillar width is equal to the
nominal diameter of the silica spheres and, in turn, equal to

FIG. 6. Plots of �a� the Ta nanopillar number density and �b� the fraction of
extinct and �c� of merged pillars, as a function of growth temperature, Ts

=200–700 °C. The dashed lines are a guide to the eyes.
the center-to-center interpillar separation. It is therefore not
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surprising that a fraction of pillars touch their neighbors and,
during continued growth at Ts=700 °C, merge into broader
columns, as discussed below. An example of two pillars
touching �and just beginning to merge� is highlighted in the
plan-view micrograph in Fig. 3�a� by a dashed square.

IV. DISCUSSION

A competitive growth mode during glancing angle depo-
sition occurs when atomic shadowing, which is exacerbated
by the oblique deposition angle, causes a growth instability
by favoring the growth of larger pillars at the expense of the
smaller ones that die out. This instability is caused by un-
equal size and/or spacing of the initial surface mounds or the
growing pillars and is particularly pronounced for GLAD on
flat substrates which leads to a random nucleation of
columns.28,29 In contrast, growth on regular surface patterns,
as done in this study, causes initially no competition between
growing pillars, since the nuclei have equal size and spacing
as previously reported in Refs. 29 and 31. However, as
growth continues, the development of the pillar morphology
exhibits variations which can cause the transition to a com-
petitive growth mode. Our results on Ta pillars grown on
260-nm-diameter silica spheres suggest that such a transition
occurs at elevated growth temperatures.

The micrographs in Figs. 2–4 and the quantitative analy-
ses presented in Figs. 5 and 6 show clear changes in the
pillar morphology as a function of growth temperature. At
low Ts, the characteristic length scale for adatom motion is
small with respect to the column width.38 Consequently, the
column width is not affected by mass transport through sur-
face diffusion, that is, the columns do not broaden due to
surface diffusion and their width is controlled only by the
shadowing process. Figure 4�a� shows that Ts=200 °C leads
to pillars with a width, w=193±14 nm, that remains ap-
proximately constant as a function of height. This is in agree-
ment with reported simulation results showing that the col-
umn radii saturate rapidly and remain constant as a function
of column height under purely geometric �i.e., negligible dif-
fusion� conditions.42 The pillars are separated by an
�65-nm-wide gap which minimizes growth interactions of
neighboring pillars. That is, a stochastic surface modulation
that develops on one pillar due to the statistically random
deposition process will locally alter the shadowing caused by
this pillar but will have negligible effect on the growth of the
neighboring pillar, because of their relatively large separa-
tion. Consequently, the pillars grow with similar rates and
develop into regular arrays that replicate the initial hexago-
nal surface pattern, as shown in Fig. 2�a�.

In contrast, increasing the growth temperature leads to
considerable randomness and the regular arrangement of
nanopillars completely degrades at Ts=900 °C, as shown in
Figs. 3�b� and 4�b�. This is attributed to a transition to a
growth mode where column competition dominates the mor-
phological evolution, as discussed in the following. Increas-
ing Ts leads to an increase in the adatom diffusion length
which, in turn, results in a pillar broadening. This surface

diffusion mediated broadening is quantified in Fig. 5�b�,
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showing an increase in the average pillar width from 195 nm
at Ts=200 °C to 260 nm at Ts=700 °C. The increase in w is
compensated by a decrease in the pillar height �Fig. 5�a��,
since the overall mass is conserved. In addition, the in-
creased surface diffusion at elevated Ts is also expected to
increase the density within the individual pillars, since sur-
face groves that would develop into intrapillar voids are
filled by diffusing adatoms. A similar pillar broadening and
densification has been previously reported, based on both
simulation and experimental results,30,35 and is also consis-
tent with the structure-zone models for conventional thin
films,43,44 which predict a densification of columnar mor-
phologies when the homologous temperature Ts /Tm is in-
creased. For the case of Ta, Ts /Tm increases from 0.14 to
0.36 for Ts=200 and 900 °C, respectively.

The empty space between neighboring pillars decreases
with increasing w. Based on w�Ts� values and the nanosphere
diameter, the average gap between pillars along the close-
packed direction decreases from �65 nm at Ts=200 °C to
�0 nm at Ts=700 °C. This dramatic decrease results in two
competitive growth effects: the extinction and the merging of
pillars. Extinct pillars exhibit a smaller height than their
neighbors because their growth has terminated prematurely.
Examples are highlighted by squares in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�
and arrows in Fig. 4�a�. Extinction of pillars is attributed to
atomic shadowing which causes larger pillars to capture big-
ger fractions of the deposition flux than their smaller neigh-
bors. Consequently, the former grow at the expense of their
neighbors which die out. This effect is most pronounced
when the empty space between the pillars is small, because
in that case even small surface morphological irregularities
on one pillar can effect the growth on the neighbor. Our
experiments support this argument. As the growth tempera-
ture increases, the average pillar width increases �Fig. 5�b��,
which, in turn, decreases the gap between pillars and causes
an increase in the fraction of extinct pillars �Fig. 6�b��. This
observation is consistent with previously reported results, in-
dicating that the growth competition increases with decreas-
ing pattern seed separation.29 The merging of pillars is also
directly correlated to their average width. The larger the
width, the smaller the gap, and the higher the probability for
neighboring pillars to touch and merge. Figure 6�c� shows
that the merging probability increases dramatically when Ts

reaches 700 °C, since the gap between the pillars approaches
�0 nm. The merging of pillars results in agglomerates that,
due to their size, capture an overproportional fraction of the
deposition flux, leading to exacerbated irregularities and ul-
timately the breakdown of the regular array structure, as
shown in Figs. 3�b� and 4�b�. The combination of increased
extinction and merging of pillars yields a decrease in the
number density of pillars with increasing Ts, as quantified in
Fig. 6�a�. A similar pillar number reduction with increasing
pillar height has been previously observed for GLAD of
tungsten and silicon dioxide at 175 °C and has been associ-
ated with a competitive growth mode under strong shadow-

3
ing conditions.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The surface diffusion strongly affects the morphological
evolution of Ta nanopillar arrays during glancing angle depo-
sition on patterned substrates. At low growth temperatures,
the nanopillars form regular, hexagonal close-packed arrays,
replicating the initial patterns. The pillars are considerably
narrower than the center-to-center interpillar distance and
their width remains constant. This is attributed to a surface
diffusion length which is small with respect to the pillar di-
ameter and to a negligible growth competition associated
with a large separation between neighboring pillars.

In contrast, as the growth temperature is increased, the
adatom mobility increases, which leads to an increase in the
average pillar width. The resulting decrease in space between
neighboring pillars leads to a strong interaction of their de-
veloping morphologies, due to atomic shadowing effects,
and causes a transition to a competitive columnar growth
mode. Consequently, some pillars are extinct and others
merge with their neighbors, leading to arrays that become
increasingly irregular and completely degrade for growth at
900 °C.
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